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Supported lipid bilayers as dynamic platforms for
tethered particles

Kevin L. Hartman, Sungi Kim, Keunsuk Kim and Jwa-Min Nam*

Nanoparticle tethering to lipid bilayers enables the observation of hundreds of diffusing particles that

are confined within a single field of view. A wide variety of materials ranging from plasmonic metals

to soft matter can be stably tethered to the surface of a fluid bilayer by covalent or non-covalent means.

The controlled environment of this experimental platform allows direct control over surface compositions

and accurate tracking of nanoparticle interactions. This minireview will cover studies that use bilayer-

tethered nanoparticles to investigate physical properties related to lipid mobility, biomolecule sensing,

and surface interactions, as well as experiments to reversibly manipulate tethered nanoparticles by electric

fields.

1 Introduction

Nanoparticles, ranging from plasmonic metals to small lipid
vesicles, have been employed in a number of biological studies
including ultrasensitive detection of biomolecules, cell
imaging, and targeted drug delivery.1–4 This wide variety of
applications is possible given methods in both surface func-
tionality and particle detection. The nanoparticle surface can

be decorated with biological or functional groups for target
binding, self-assembly, or other reactions.

This mini-review will consider the surface functionalization
and applications of nanoparticles (≤200 nm diameter as con-
sidered here) tethered to supported lipid bilayers (SLBs). SLBs
are synthetic membranes self-assembled on a planar surface,
such as a glass slide. These lipid membrane platforms provide
2D fluidity, similar to a live cell membrane, but host a planar
geometry and a controllable composition, which allows a rigor-
ous study of subtle lipid and protein interactions using optical
microscopy.5 Nanoparticle tethering to a bilayer shares
methods with two existing areas of research. The first, single
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particle tracking (SPT) studies on live cell membranes, has led
to an understanding of membrane trafficking, membrane com-
position, and cytoskeletal influences.6–9 The second, functio-
nalizing SLBs with proteins and other biomolecules, also
involves 2D fluidity and studying the interactions and
rearrangements of attached molecules.10–14 The tethering tech-
niques and detection methods used in those fields are relevant
and essentially modular since they can be interchanged in a
variety of ways. With a proper design and a mobile linkage to
the bilayer, tethered nanoparticles provide a convenient way to
study interparticle reactions, such as dynamic particle cluster-
ing or vesicle fusion events. These advantages arise from the
planar geometry of the bilayer; in general terms, particles with
mobile anchors to a membrane will collide with each other at
a higher rate than particles in solution,15 and those collisions
can be restricted to the focal plane of the microscope. As
several nanoparticles fit into a single field of view, many can
be tracked and monitored simultaneously. Nanoparticles sepa-
rated from each other can be localized to nanometer resol-
utions if strong signal-to-noise ratios are possible.16 Such
signals can be achieved by increasing the incident light inten-
sities, in which case photostable materials like gold particles
and quantum dots (QD) hold advantages over faster-bleaching
fluorescent dyes.17 Some nanoparticle tethers can persist
for weeks,18 and all of these properties enable robust,
massive statistical readouts from a single sample of tethered
nanoparticles.

This review will discuss published work on tethered nano-
particles, starting with particle composition and tethering
techniques for mobile bilayer attachment, followed by the
descriptions and results of the experiments. Studies that
attempt a more rigorous analysis of tethered nanoparticle
tracking will also be considered as well as particle manipu-
lation by electric fields.

2 Nanoparticle-tethering techniques

In the most basic sense, nanoparticle tethering to a bilayer
involves a connection between a nanoparticle and the surface
of the bilayer. Given the well-known methods for surface
functionalization and reliable scattering properties, gold is a
common core material for nanoparticle tethering. Part of its
popularity also stems from the use of staining transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images with antibody-adsorbed
gold colloids, a technique first conceived in 1971.19,20 Follow-
ing this idea, the first nanoparticle bilayer tethering paper by
G. M. Lee et al. involved adsorbing an antibody against fluor-
escein onto the surface of a 30 nm gold nanoparticle, and
allowing it to attach to a bilayer containing 1.7 mol% fluor-
escein-labeled lipids while maintaining the mobility.21

Proteins besides antibodies also adsorb well onto the nega-
tively charged surface of citrate-capped gold nanoparticles,
and have been used in creating linkages to the bilayer surface.
For example, the tetrameric protein streptavidin can be
adsorbed onto gold nanoparticles and linked to a bilayer con-
taining a low percentage (≤1 mol%) of biotinylated lipids.22

The binding interaction between biotin and streptavidin (or its
variants avidin and NeutrAvidin) creates the strongest non-
covalent bond known and has been used successfully to create
fluid displays of a stably-linked protein on bilayers.11,23,24

Hsieh et al. and Spillane et al. also used streptavidin-adsorbed
gold nanoparticles, but instead of linking to a biotinylated
bilayer, reacted the particles with a limited concentration of
biotinylated cholera toxin subunit B (CTB) in solution.17,25 The
particles were next added to a bilayer containing ganglioside
lipid (GM1), which is the natural ligand of CTB, and thus the
tether was formed by the receptor–ligand interaction (Fig. 1a).
The native binding to GM1 in a bilayer was used by Kukura
et al. to tether a virus-like particle (VLP).26 The biotinylated
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Simian virus 40 was functionalized with a single streptavidin-
modified QD and was attached to a fluid GM1 bilayer. The sim-
ultaneous visualization of both the fluorescence signal from
the QD and the scattering signal from the VLP revealed its
dynamic position and orientation (Fig. 1b). Instead of using a
separate linking molecule between a bilayer and a particle,
Sagle et al. took a minimalist approach in adsorbing gold
nanoparticles directly onto the bilayer.27 Given the strong
negative charge of the citrate-capped gold nanoparticle, it
could be connected electrostatically to a bilayer containing a
positively charged lipid and retain the fluidity. In control
experiments the researchers used the peak shift of the gold
nanoparticles’ localized surface plasmon resonance to confirm
the specificity of the electrostatic tether.

The gold surface is especially known for its reactivity with
thiol functional groups, and this chemistry has been used by
Yang et al. and Ota et al. to link gold nanoparticles to bilayers
containing thiolated lipids.18,28 This occurs by simply incubat-
ing the gold nanoparticles on the SLB. To mediate the reactiv-
ity, both research groups first adsorbed BSA onto the
nanoparticles to block multivalent thiol–gold linkages. Instead
of blocking the surface, Y. K. Lee et al. densely covered gold
nanoparticles with thiolated DNA oligomers, some of which
were capped with biotin to enable and control binding to a

biotin–streptavidin bilayer (Fig. 1c).29 Besides gold, the thiol
group is reactive to other species available for tethering
methods. For example, Murcia et al. functionalized CdSe/ZnS
core–shell quantum dots with hydrophilic groups and male-
imide, the latter of which reacts with thiolated lipids to form a
covalent bond.30

Creating tethered nanoparticle bilayers is also possible with
commercially available nanoparticles, such as latex, poly-
styrene, quantum dots, or silica particles with functionalized
surfaces. Hormel et al. used commercial NeutrAvidin-coated,
fluorescent latex particles to link them to a biotin-displaying
bilayer.31 They also added similar particles, but with a biotin
coating, to form doublets with the tethered NeutrAvidin-coated
particles (Fig. 1d). Mascalchi et al. also used streptavidin or
NeutrAvidin-coated particles, in this case with latex, quantum
dots, or gold cores, but instead of linking them readily to
biotin lipids, they used a biotinylated antibody against fluor-
escein (Fig. 1e).32 This enabled a tether to a fluorescein-
containing bilayer, similar to the original tethering technique
pioneered by G. M. Lee et al.21

Lipid vesicles on the nanoscale can also be surface-functio-
nalized, tethered to the bilayer, and tracked by fluorophores
on the vesicle surface or enclosed within. The first published
attempt of this used biotinylated lipids and avidin–streptavidin

Fig. 1 Various techniques to tether nanoparticles onto SLBs. (a) CTB (i.e. CTxB)-modified gold nanoparticle with GM1-lipid.17 The gold nanoparticle
is functionalized with streptavidin, and then reacted with a concentration of biotinylated CTB to achieve an average of one CTB pentamer per par-
ticle. Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society. (b) Lower portion of illustration shows virus-like particle (VLP) modified with QD (not shown) and
tethered to GM1-containing SLB.26 Upper portion shows scattered light and fluorescence detection. Incident laser light (Einc) is scattered (Esca) and
reflected (Eref ) off the entire VLP + QD to create an interferometric signal, while the single QD emits a fluorescence signal (Fl). Copyright 2009, Mac-
millan Publishers Ltd. (c) Biotin DNA-modified gold nanoparticles binding to biotinylated-SLB with streptavidin.29 Copyright 2014, American Chemi-
cal Society. (d) Tethered particle dimer for rotational and translational diffusion tracking.31 Copyright 2014, The American Physical Society. (e) Scale
illustration of different antibody-adsorbed particles for attachment to fluorescent lipids in a SLB.32 Copyright 2012, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
(f ) DNA-modified vesicle hybridizing and tethering to a DNA-modified SLB.10 Copyright 2005, American Chemical Society. All images in (a) through
(f ) are reproduced with permission from their respective references.
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conjugation for long term, stable observation of single bio-
molecule fluorescence, but did not allow lateral mobility.33

Mobile tethering of lipids came in 2003 when Yoshina-Ishii
and Boxer reported using DNA hybridization for the linking
mechanism.34 They achieved this with a disulfide exchange
reaction of thiolated 24-mer oligonucleotides to dithiol lipids
on the surface of the SLB and on 50 nm lipid vesicles. Upon
hybridization of complementary strands, the tethered vesicles
were laterally mobile and collided with each other. A sub-
sequent paper by Yoshina-Ishii et al. substituted the disulfide
exchange reaction, which could potentially react and denature
proteins, with a gentler technique: oligonucleotides were con-
jugated to lipid headgroups, and these modified lipids were
able to spontaneously insert into preformed SLBs and lipid
vesicles.10 DNA hybridization following the modified lipid
insertion also created a mobile display of tethered lipid vesi-
cles (Fig. 1f). Benkoski and Höök took a similar approach but
instead used cholesterol-tagged DNA.35 Following the spon-
taneous insertion of the cholesterol into preformed vesicles
and SLBs, DNA hybridization also produced diffusing, tethered
vesicles. For vesicles with a more robust DNA tether, van Len-
gerich et al. (2010) devised a DNA-templated click reaction to
attach the vesicles’ DNA covalently to the SLB.36 Compared to
the previous tethering techniques which relied on DNA hybrid-
ization alone, this orthogonal covalent linkage has the advan-
tage of stability under different buffer conditions, as low salt
concentrations destabilize DNA base pairing.

The above studies represent a range of bilayer tethering
techniques for nanoparticles that can be easily adapted or
combined into new strategies. But more important than the
tether’s composition or physical behavior is the number of
tethers per particle. This number exists on a continuum where
a nanoparticle with several attachment points to a bilayer will
exhibit limited or no mobility, even on a fluid bilayer. At the
other extreme, a nanoparticle with very few, or just one attach-
ment, will diffuse freely on a fluid bilayer. Thus, a successful
bilayer platform of tethered nanoparticles involves controlling
this degree of attachment. Part of this requires an optimal
concentration of attaching lipids, which are mixed into the
bilayer constituent lipids at concentrations ranging from 0.1 to
4 mol% depending on the chemistry involved.18,27 For some
experiments, it is more important to regulate the surface
chemistry to reduce the number of surface anchoring sites.
This was key for the original tethering by G. M. Lee et al.
where mobile attachment was not achieved until blocking
most of the fluorescein antibodies on the nanoparticle with a
secondary antibody.21 Also limiting multiple tether formation,
Y. K. Lee et al. used 1 : 799 molar ratio of biotinylated (tether-
ing) DNA to non-biotinylated (target capture) DNA on their
nanoparticles to produce a highly mobile attachment with an
assumed single anchor on a bilayer with 0.1 mol% biotin–
streptavidin.29

In some cases a nanoparticle’s lack of curvature will gene-
rate multiple binding sites: larger nanoparticles with less cur-
vature have more exposed surface area for multiple anchors.
Mascalchi et al. cited this tendency to explain the slow

diffusion of their 40 nm gold nanoparticles.32 Considering this
disadvantage, Lin et al. and Hsieh et al. instead used 20 nm
gold nanoparticles to limit the number of tethers formed per
particle.17,22 However, there are bounds to reducing the size as
smaller nanoparticles produce weaker scattering, with a signal
contrast pattern that can be confused with lipid vesicles on the
surface.17,25 Despite the disadvantage of lower mobility from
multiple surface anchors, Hormel et al. attached larger par-
ticles (200 nm diameter NeutrAvidin-coated latex) to a bilayer
displaying a relatively high concentration (1 mol%) of biotin
lipids.31 Their goal was to create lipid footprint areas under-
neath the particles to better respond to the rotational and
translational effects of the bilayer viscosity, and this approach
would otherwise be limited with singly-anchored nanoparti-
cles. Recently, Johnson-Buck et al. tethered rectangular DNA
origami tiles to a fluid bilayer using the technique of chole-
sterol-DNA hybridization similar to Benkoski and Höök.35,37

Each 60 × 90 × 2 nm tile was designed with 187 ssDNA of the
identical nucleotide sequence exposed on one side. Of the
hybridizing oligomers added, only 25% contained the bilayer-
anchoring cholesterol. Though the exact number of bilayer
connections per tile was not calculated and probably less
than maximal due to charge repulsion, each particle was
likely anchored by multiple strands. However, the modest
0.71 µm2 s−1 diffusion of the tiles on the bilayer suggests that
the spacing of the tethers, or perhaps the complete lack of par-
ticle curvature, may nullify the conditions leading to immobile
tethering.

Luckily, a percentage of immobile particles does not spell
disaster for a tethering experiment. An advantage of bilayer
tethering is that the nanoparticles at the extremes of immobil-
ization or no attachment can easily be identified: immobile
particles stand out as defects among mobile particles. Non-
attached particles can be spotted by their fast diffusion in and
out of the focal plane, and can furthermore be washed away.
This purification ability of the bilayer attachment is advan-
tageous for producing mobile, singly anchored particles. This
is because the surface chemistry of the nanoparticles can err
on the side of being fixed with a low average number of
anchoring groups or anchoring sites. For instance, the
1 : 799 molar ratio of anchoring to target capture DNA by
Y. K. Lee et al. generated an average of only 0.57 anchoring
DNA strands per particle.29 If a nanoparticle surface compo-
sition results in a statistical population with no anchoring
sites, or those that otherwise have no chance to bind, those
non-attached nanoparticles can be rinsed out, leaving behind
only the tethered mobile particles.

3 Interactions of nanoparticles with
the immediate lipid environment

A common subject of nanoparticle tethering is the effect of
CTB binding to GM1. This is a convenient model of protein
binding to a membrane surface: both components are com-
mercially available, many cells express GM1 on their mem-
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branes,38,39 and CTB–GM1 binding has high affinity and stabi-
lity.40 Interest in studying GM1–CTB binding on SLBs
also exists given the receptor–ligand complex’s formation of
nanodomains that can limit bilayer fluidity. When using 1,2-
dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) as the major
component lipid near its bilayer gel phase transition tempera-
ture of 24 °C, this decrease in fluidity is significant.
For example, under these conditions, CTB binding to just
0.25 mol% GM1 in the bilayer substantially reduces
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching.41 Closer inspection
by infrared spectroscopy and fluorescence correlation spec-
troscopy revealed that the binding of CTB creates an ordered
arrangement in the alkane chains of the GM1 complex, which
induces a gel phase in the neighboring DMPC lipids.42

Yang et al. took advantage of this gel phase ordering in
their SLB experiment.18 Gold nanoparticles were tethered to a
bilayer containing DMPC, thiolated lipids for particle attach-
ment, and GM1. The nanoparticles were tracked by dark-field
scattering, and the CTB binding decreased the particle
diffusion rate (Fig. 2a). This decrease in diffusion rate was pro-
portional to the solution concentration of CTB and could be
used to sense the protein in solution at concentrations as low
as 100 pM. This experiment was a significant demonstration of

tethered nanoparticles for sensitive and quantitative protein
detection. Hsieh et al. also examined CTB–GM1 complexes,
but in the environment of high lipid fluidity.17 Their nano-
particles, being tethered to the CTB, could track the diffusion
of the entire CTB–GM1 complex across the membrane. With
high-speed, high-resolution particle tracking (1.9 nm spatial
precision and 1 ms temporal resolution by interferometric
scattering), the researchers found that as the GM1 concen-
tration in the bilayer was increased from 0.01 to 10 mol%, the
number of particle trajectories showing single component
diffusion decreased from 25.7 to 7.4%, as two-component
diffusion became more predominant. Spillane et al. used the
same CTB–GM1 interferometric scattering experiment but
achieved a higher temporal resolution (20 µs).25 The data from
the shorter time scales showed that interactions of GM1 with
the substrate created sub-diffusion nanodomains.

Also using a fluid bilayer with GM1, Kukura et al. examined
the dynamic connection and diffusion of single virus particles
that natively attach to the ganglioside lipid from several
surface binding sites.26 As mentioned earlier, the QD on the
VLP allowed the combination of both fluorescence and inter-
ferometric light scattering tracking data to analyze the position
and orientation with nanometer precision. The trajectory of

Fig. 2 Examples of bilayer-tethered nanoparticles interacting with the lipid environment. (a) The binding of CTB to a SLB displaying GM1 and teth-
ered nanoparticles decreases the nanoparticle mobility.18 The lower left graph shows MSD vs. t analysis of single particle trajectories with and
without 100 nM CTB while the lower right graph shows the distributions of D obtained from tracking. Copyright 2009, American Chemical Society.
(b) Motion and orientation of a single SV40 virion at low GM1 concentrations (left, scale bar 100 nm) and at high GM1 concentrations (right, scale
bar 50 nm).26 The rendered figure in middle panels illustrates sliding and tumbling motion of the VLP + QD. Copyright 2009, Macmillan Publishers
Ltd. (c) Top: DNA-mediated vesicle fusion process to a tethered bilayer patch. Bottom left: examples of fluorescence intensity profiles of a single
vesicle from each fusion mode: (i) docking-only, (ii) hemi-fusion only, (iii) hemi-then-full-fusion, (iv) full-fusion-only. Bottom right: probability of
each mode.43 Copyright 2013, Elsevier. All images (a) through (c) are reproduced with permission from their respective references.
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the VLP + QD on a bilayer with 0.05 mol% GM1 showed
sliding and tumbling motions, while at 1% GM1 showed
alteration between diffusion and confined motion (Fig. 2b).
In the confined state, the particle showed a back-and-forth
rocking motion that suggested an exchange of binding
sites with the GM1 on the bilayer. This dynamic behavior
likely occurs when the virus encounters a real cell
membrane.

Without CTB, a bilayer with ample GM1 can create nano-
domains, hindering the diffusion of other lipids; high den-
sities of GM1 can even perturb CTB binding.44 Sagle et al.
tethered gold nanoparticles to fluid lipid bilayers containing
GM1 to study the effect of the nanodomains on fluidity.27 Par-
ticle tracking by dark-field scattering revealed the nanoparti-
cles to become confined with higher GM1 concentrations. By
graphing the percentage of confined nanoparticles at different
GM1 densities, extrapolation revealed a percolation threshold
of 22 mol% GM1, which corresponds to the minimum level of
GM1 required to restrict all the tethered nanoparticles to
diffusion nanodomains, which measured about 50 nm in dia-
meter. This is relevant to interactions on a live cell membrane,
where the lateral movement of transmembrane proteins can be
restricted by immobile components on the bilayer or by inter-
actions with the cytoskeleton.45,46 The high-resolution tracking
of CTB–GM1 by Hsieh et al. also revealed diffusion nano-
domains, but these were believed to result from imperfections
on the glass substrate.17 However, in comparing different sub-
strates, and a form of GM1 with an unsaturated lipid tail, Spil-
lane et al. concluded that the sub-diffusion nanodomains of
≤40 nm diameter resulted from interactions of GM1 with the
substrate, which were transmitted to the surface of the bilayer
through interleaflet coupling.25

Without CTB and GM1, both Benkoski & Höök, and
Yoshina-Ishii et al. (2006) studied the diffusion of bilayer-
tethered vesicles by SPT analysis and fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP).35,47 Despite the differences
between their DNA tethering methods and experimental con-
ditions, overall trends regarding vesicle motion were similar.
The tethered vesicles of both studies showed random move-
ment with a diffusion coefficient (D) one order of magnitude
lower than that of bilayer lipids or DNA without vesicles. Both
studies also ruled out the effect of vesicle dimensions, as
increasing the diameter up to double the size showed no effect
on its diffusion coefficient. Benkoski and Höök explained that
multiple tethers form between the vesicle and SLB, leading to
slower diffusion.35 However, Yoshina-Ishii et al. also experi-
enced a decrease in diffusion for vesicles containing an
average of one DNA linker or less.47 They hypothesized that
the slower diffusion might arise from transient interactions
and frictional coupling of the vesicle with the SLB surface. The
researchers promoted some such interactions with the addition
of polymers or Ca2+. When they added polyethylene glycol (PEG
8000), the vesicles were reversibly immobilized, likely by the
polymer’s effect of displacing water within the vesicle–SLB
interface. When both SLB and vesicles contained negatively
charged lipids, the addition of Ca2+ increased vesicle–SLB

interactions, reducing diffusion. Both results of polymers and
Ca2+ on vesicle mobility indicated that the DNA tether does
not prevent the vesicle from interacting with the SLB surface
in ways that limit mobility.

However, promoting such interactions between vesicles and
a planar bilayer leads to the complete fusion and vesicle
content transfer, which are important biologically in processes
such as protein transfer within cells, synaptic vesicle fusion,
and virus entry through a host cell membrane.48 Addressing
this, the next studies used mobile, DNA tethered vesicles to
study the conditions that lead to fusion and the kinetics of the
event. Simonsson et al. first published results of DNA-induced
membrane fusion reactions by single vesicle monitoring on
SLBs, noting the importance of the DNA hybridization geome-
try.49 Simple DNA hybridization modes, such as those caused
by complementary oligomers both tethered from the 3′ or the
5′ ends, as the earlier Yoshina-Ishii DNA tethers,10,34 generally
maintain space between the vesicle and bilayer surfaces and
are less likely to cause fusion. However, the “zippering” hybrid-
ization mode, where one DNA strand is attached at the 5′ end
and the complementary strand at the 3′ end, forces the lipid
surfaces into contact, inducing fusion. This zippering con-
figuration is similar to the geometry of the SNARE family pro-
teins, which form a complex to bring together apposing
membrane surfaces, promoting fusion. Simonsson et al. used
cholesterol-tagged DNA to tether vesicles to fluid bilayers to
observe the two hybridization modes and test the conditions
promoting vesicle fusion. It was found that with Ca2+, most
zippering DNA hybridization modes lead to vesicle fusion, and
that in this close contact, a moderate amount of DNA oligo-
mers is required to bring the membranes together without
causing electronic repulsion or steric hindrance.

Two vesicle fusion studies following from the Boxer Lab,
Rawle et al. and van Lengerich et al. (2013), used DNA to tether
a planar bilayer patch 8 nm above a glass coverslip to observe
not only vesicle fusion but also lipid and content transfer.43,50

In the first, Rawle et al. observed zippering DNA-mediated
vesicle fusion to the bilayer surface by imaging the transfer
of an aqueous fluorescent dye from the vesicle.50 The fluo-
rescence decay following the fusion event fits better to a 2D
rather than a 3D diffusion model, indicating content transfer
into the gap between the tethered membrane and the coverslip
in a way that could be more easily tracked and studied. van
Lengerich et al. recently used this approach with the same
experimental platform to study the kinetics of different zipper-
ing DNA-mediated vesicle fusion events in the perspective of
lipid movement.43 In this experiment the waiting time from
initial binding to a lipid dye transfer event was recorded for
each vesicle. Based on the decrease of fluorescence intensity,
the lipid fusion events were categorized into four binding
modes ranging from no fluorescence decrease (vesicle docking
without fusion) to a complete decrease (total vesicle fusion)
(Fig. 2c). The cumulative distribution functions of the waiting
times in each mode showed exponential behavior, suggesting
that a vesicle’s transition from docking to fusion with a bilayer
occurs as a stochastic process.
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4 Interactions between nanoparticles

For some signaling proteins, the recruitment to, or attachment
on, cell membranes leads to significant increases in local con-
centration, which can enhance signal transduction several-
fold.51,52 The local concentration of nanoparticles is increased
in a similar way by SLB tethering, giving the particles a higher
probability of interaction with each other.15 Thus for bilayer
tethering, the nanoparticle surface chemistries can be engin-
eered for meaningful interactions that would otherwise be too
difficult or rare to observe in bulk solution.

The nanoparticles used by Y. K. Lee et al. were designed to
interact on the basis of DNA hybridization.29 The bilayer con-
sisted of two types of tethered particles: highly mobile par-
ticles and purposefully immobile particles. The target capture
DNA sequence displayed on the nanoparticle surface allowed
the mobile particles to link to the immobile particles in the
presence of the DNA target, while remaining tethered to the
bilayer. Using dark-field scattering, many immobile particles
could be simultaneously observed as interaction hubs, and
the step-wise increase in their scattering intensity indicated
their oligomerization with the mobile particles (Fig. 3). This
increase in scattering intensity could be interpreted in terms
of cluster size, allowing the dynamics of particle growth to be
rigorously described by a 3-step reaction kinetics model.
Furthermore, it was found that by counting the number of

clusters formed, the tethered nanoparticle platform could be
used to reliably detect the target DNA strand at concentrations
as low as 30 fM, with outstanding single-base mismatch
sensitivity.

Chan et al. (2007) also used DNA to study particle–particle
interactions.53 In this case, lipid vesicles displaying oligo-
nucleotides were tethered to fluid bilayers to observe docking
events between vesicles, demonstrating how tethered vesicles
could be used to explore interactions between membrane pro-
teins displayed on the surfaces. Vesicles of 50 nm diameter
were tethered on the sides of a bilayer within a microfluidic
channel using previously described oligonucleotide-modified
lipids.10 The vesicles on each of the two sides of the channel
displayed an additional DNA sequence complementary to the
other side. With laminar flow, diffusive mixing occurred,
leading to vesicle collisions and DNA-mediated docking. Vesi-
cles that docked together diffused in tandem without fusion or
lipid mixing as the DNA position blocked membrane–mem-
brane contact. Kinetic analysis of the particle events showed
that the probability of docking after collision was affected by
the length, sequence, and number of oligonucleotides on the
vesicles. These results implied that docking depends on the
DNA hybridization efficiency, which was also predicted by
simulations of the experiment.

5 Rigorous methods for bilayer-
tethered particle tracking analysis

The lipid bilayer translational diffusion coefficient, D, is a stan-
dard measure of membrane component mobility in two
dimensions, which is dependent on the surrounding lipid
environment. Fluid bilayers usually have a D in the range of
1–10 µm2 s−1, which varies between experiments depending
on the lipid composition, substrate cleaning method, and
temperature.32,54 Diffusion at length scales relevant to cell
membrane receptor translocation (∼10−7–10−6 m) can be
measured by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS),42

fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) analysis,55

or single particle tracking (SPT).56 SPT combines a spatial
resolution on the order of nanometers—better than the diffrac-
tion-limited FCS—with the ability to measure up to micron
length scales. Using particle tracks, traditional methods in SPT
calculate the diffusion coefficient from the two-dimensional
diffusion equation: D = <r2>/4t.57 This relationship is typically
represented as the slope of a trajectory’s <r2> (mean squared
displacement, MSD) vs. t, which is linear for ideal Brownian
motion. By graphing the particle trajectories from a single
sample, this plot allows one to easily monitor large variations
in the diffusion coefficient, as shown in a study by Yang et al.
(Fig. 2a).18 In spite of its convenience, the MSD vs. t analysis
averages out information on individual particle tracks ( just as
FRAP and FCS).58 Simulations of 2D diffusing particles show
that the divergence in the MSD trajectories produces a wide
spread in the uncertainty of D (Fig. 4) and masks multi-com-
ponent diffusion.32

Fig. 3 Tethered 50 nm plasmonic gold nanoparticle interactions on
SLB. (a) Dark-field microscopic images of target DNA hybridization-
induced nanoparticle cluster growth. The trajectories, each 2.82
seconds long and highlighted with solid while lines, show the diffusion
of mobile particles from starting points (red arrows) to an immobile par-
ticle binding site (white dashed circle). (b) Stepwise increase of scatter-
ing intensity by nanoparticle clustering. Red arrows show single
nanoparticle addition. Reproduced with permission from ref. 29. Copy-
right 2014, American Chemical Society.
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In Hsieh et al.’s tracking of CTB–GM1 diffusion, the
researchers argued that it is more accurate to measure the
diffusion coefficient using only two early time points of the
MSD vs. t relationship to obtain a diffusion coefficient D1–2.

17,59

The authors also considered representing particle trajectories
in terms of the cumulative probability distribution of the
square of displacement, P(r2, t ), which represents the prob-
ability of finding the particle within a radius r given a time t
after starting at the origin.60 This analysis has the property
that multiple particle trajectories converge with time, unlike
MSD vs. t.32 However, Hsieh et al. decided that the D1–2 ana-
lysis was sufficiently accurate for their purposes, and using
that approach with short trajectories of less than 10 ms, the
researchers found that a two-component diffusion model fits
the probability distribution of measured diffusion coefficients
more accurately than a one-component fit.

If nanoparticles are tethered directly to lipids in a bilayer,
is the diffusion coefficient of the nanoparticles close to that
of the bilayer lipids? The answer depends more on the size of
the movable cluster of molecules embedded in the bilayer,
rather than the size of the particle itself. This cluster consists
not only of the tethering molecules but also of any ligands,
hydrophobic chains, or associating lipid groups that move

with the particle. The effect of this cluster on mobility exists
because of differences in fluidity between the bulk solution
and the membrane. Saffman and Delbrück looked at the
theoretical effects of a membrane’s viscosity on the rotational
and translational diffusion of an embedded cylinder.61 They
pointed out that such a structure would exhibit substantially
slower diffusion than it would in solution, as the viscosity of
the membrane is two orders of magnitude larger than that of
the surrounding solution. This discrepancy in viscosities
means that the diffusion of a tethered particle is dictated by
the lipid attachment—more specifically, the size of the cluster
and the interaction with neighboring lipids, assuming no
frictional contact with the substrate.62,63 This property has
been observed and noted in several of the tethered nano-
particle papers reviewed thus far: that the number of lipid
anchoring points or the area of the lipid footprint in the mem-
brane has a stronger influence on the particle mobility than
the size of the particle35,47 or changes in the solution’s vis-
cosity.21 However, on a large enough scale, the particle size
eventually becomes a determining factor of mobility. For
instance, Mascalchi et al. examined the diffusion of differently
sized particles linked to a bilayer by antibodies.32 They found
that 200 nm latex particles showed slower diffusion than the
40 nm latex particles or the 20 nm quantum dots, the latter of
which showed diffusion values (D = 0.936 and 1.115 µm2 s−1,
respectively) close to what they obtained from FRAP analysis of
a fluorescent lipid dye (D = 1.05 µm2 s−1). Thus, D of the
mobile lipids could be determined from SPT of the quantum
dots or the smaller latex beads in their specific experiment.
The study showed an unexpected result of the 40 nm gold
nanoparticles diffusing slower, with a diffusion coefficient
about one-third that of the 40 nm latex beads. The authors did
not attempt to refute the original theories of Saffman and
Delbrück, but explained that the gold nanoparticle must be
non-specifically binding to the bilayer and forming multiple
tethers.

Particle tracking measurements are not limited to trans-
lational diffusion: the particle dimers created by Hormel et al.
furthermore enabled tracking of rotational diffusion, due to
the dimers’ elongated shapes.31 The viscosity of the bilayer (in
this case, a bilayer spanning a 100 µm pore) was calculated
from theories of Saffman and Delbrück and from later studies,
the more recent of which takes membrane deformations into
account.65,66 Hormel et al. calculated the rotational and trans-
lational mobilities from individual particles, which they then
used to calculate the membrane viscosity and the theoretical
lipid footprint areas. The calculations showed that particles
with larger lipid footprints had slower rotational and trans-
lational diffusion. This footprint averaged 170 nm diameter
and ranged up to twice the diameter of the 200 nm attached
particle. The three different models of membrane viscosity
produced values in the range of 13.1–15.9 Pa s m. The binding
of a trafficking protein Sar1p to the bilayer led to more than a
magnitude increase in viscosity, showing that the tethered par-
ticles can be used to monitor changes in membrane fluidity
beyond that of translational diffusion.

Fig. 4 Representations of D from simulated particle diffusion. Particle
trajectories underwent 3000 steps each of 2D-Brownian motion with an
average D = 1 µm2 s−1. (a) Ten simulated MSD vs. t plots (black profiles).
These diverge from the red profile, which is the theoretical MSD vs. t
plot. (b) The same 10 trajectories (black profiles) and theoretical predic-
tion (red profile) converge when plotted as cumulative distribution func-
tions P(r2, t ). (c) Histograms of the diffusion coefficients calculated from
1000 simulated particle trajectories. The calculated diffusion coefficient
from each trajectory is derived from either a linear regression of the
MSD vs. t plot (DMSD, blue histogram), a linear fit to only the first two
points of the MSD vs. t plot (D1–2, black histogram), or an exponential fit
to the cumulative distribution function (DCDF, red histogram). Repro-
duced with permission from ref. 32. Copyright 2012, The Royal Society
of Chemistry.
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6 Manipulation of tethered
nanoparticles by electric fields
Tethered nanoparticles are not only available to study as pas-
sively diffusing objects but also can be collectively mani-
pulated on a single platform, as two studies illustrate. In the
first, Yoshina-Ishii and Boxer (2006) showed that the move-
ment of tethered vesicles can be actively controlled with
electric fields.64 Two main forces, electrophoresis and electro-
osmotic flow, describe the movement of charged vesicles on
the SLB. Through electrophoresis, the negatively charged lipid
vesicles experience constant attraction towards the positive
electrode. In the opposite direction, the positive shielding
charges above the negatively charged supported bilayer cause
electro-osmotic flow of the bulk solution towards the negative
electrode (Fig. 5a). In the experiment, the electro-osmotic
effect was found to predominate at first: the lipid vesicles
moved towards the negative electrode, with a velocity depen-
dent on the amount of negatively charged lipids in the vesicle
and SLB. However, within patterned bilayers the electro-

osmotic flow became a spatial gradient due to the uneven
distribution of charged lipids, and the vesicles moved to an
equilibrium point where electro-osmosis and electrophoresis
were balanced. Furthermore, the migration of the vesicles was
found to be reversible, with free diffusion without an electric
field, and movement in the opposite direction when the elec-
trodes were switched. This type of electrophoretic particle
manipulation within patterned bilayers could easily be applied
to the detection of membrane-binding proteins, based on the
extent of particle migration. This was demonstrated by Lee
and Nam using charged lipids in the bilayer (without par-
ticles),67 but could be performed with any charged tethered
particle, besides vesicles. This detection method would likely
yield greater sensitivity and reproducibility than the previously
discussed methods that used diffusion tracking to detect
protein binding.17,18,27

The second experiment of tethered nanoparticle manipu-
lation was performed more recently by Ota et al. using opto-
electronic tweezers, which rely on force generated by the
dielectric effect.28 60 nm gold nanoparticles were tethered to a

Fig. 5 Manipulation of tethered nanoparticles with electric fields. (a) Top: steady-state fluorescence images of SLBs containing negatively charged
1 mol% Texas Red DHPE and tethered vesicles containing Oregon Green content dye under the influence of a 10 V cm−1 electric field. Immobile
fibronectin patterns are highlighted with blue lines. Bottom: schematic illustration of the effect of electro-osmotic flow (EOF) (blue arrows) and elec-
trophoretic force (red arrows) under an electric field, with and without patterns. With patterns, the heterogeneous distribution of charged lipids in
SLBs generates a spatial gradient of EOF.64 Copyright 2006, American Chemical Society. (b) Schematic of the experimental setup (top) and interfero-
metric scattering images (bottom) of SLB-tethered gold nanoparticle manipulation using optoelectronic tweezers.28 An image sequence shows par-
ticle localization with 10 and 30 seconds of laser light application. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. Both images (a) and (b) are
reproduced with permission from their respective references.
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bilayer supported by a planar photoconductive electrode,
which was held within an alternating electric field. A laser
light pattern reflected onto the photoconductive electrode
created local variations in the electric field, which interacted
with the induced dipole moments of the nanoparticles to
create a dielectrophoretic force. When the light pattern was
applied, the nanoparticles localized to the 5 µm wide lines of
the pattern, and removing the light pattern restored free
diffusion of the particles (Fig. 5b). Bilayer-tethering was advan-
tageous for restricting the nanoparticles to the photoconduc-
tive substrate where they could experience the maximum
dielectrophoretic force, and allowed for the reversible manipu-
lation of hundreds of gold nanoparticles.

7 Conclusion

We briefly reviewed various bilayer-tethered nanoparticle
experiments that present a wide spectrum of materials and
applications, ranging from simulations of biological phenom-
ena to reversible manipulation by electric fields. All of these
studies exploited the advantages of the SLB system’s geometric
and compositional control, which allowed complex systems to
be restricted within a single focal plane of a microscope and at
fixed densities. This regularity made it possible to adapt the
bilayer platform to applications that rely on a massive readout
of particle interactions, such as that used for biosensing
of DNA,29 which would otherwise be too difficult in bulk
solution.

On the bilayer, we showed how nanoparticles with gold,
fluorescent lipid vesicles, quantum dots, and fluorophore-
modified latex cores could be individually tracked to nano-
meter precision. Gold remains a popular material due to its
excellent light scattering properties and high photostability.
Still, there is much room for creativity: two of the studies we
reviewed had created asymmetric particles in order to detect
changes in rotation.26,31 Another study combined mobile par-
ticles with purposely immobile particles that acted as reaction
and observation hubs.29 For bilayer attachment schemes, we
reviewed diverse tethering methods adapted from existing
techniques, such as biotin–streptavidin conjugation,22 or deve-
loped for the first time in the experiment, such as vesicle-DNA
tethering.10 Despite different chemistries, these tethers all
illustrated that the highest mobility attachment is formed
when particles have the lowest number of contact points with
the bilayer.

In establishing a bilayer-tethered nanoparticle experiment,
one obviously knows the composition of the lipids used and
the makeup of the particles. However, many of the experi-
ments reviewed here used tethered nanoparticles to study
unknown physical characteristics of lipid membranes, includ-
ing the effects of protein binding, nanodomains, and interleaf-
let coupling.25,27 In other experiments, the emphasis was to
uncover properties of the particles themselves, for example the
virus-like particle’s dynamic binding to GM126 or the con-
ditions for vesicle fusion.43,49,50 With expanding research in

nanomaterials and detection techniques, we believe that the
combination of nanoparticles with bilayers will continue to
produce unique results relating to soft matter, biophysics, and
biosensing applications.
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